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Editorial 

Welcome to the summer edition of Clarion. I 

am pleased to report that, despite this being 

our quietest time of year, this edition is 

packed full of interesting articles from club 

members, so thanks to all contributors! Top 

billing must go to Edwyn and his fantastic 

medal-winning efforts at the European 

MTBO Champs. It is not every day we get to 

report on Claros winning medals on the world 

stage. Good luck for the World MTBO 

Champs! I hope that Team GB can follow 

Edwyn's lead at the World Orienteering 

Championships in Inverness at the start of 

August. If not, it won't be through a lack of 

support from Claro, with 12 club members 

entered in the 6 Days. Enjoy your summer, 

whatever you are up to, and see you in 

September for the start of a whole new 

season. 

 

PATELEY PRATTLINGS – Our Chairman, Stan 

A few weeks ago I was up in the Highlands on a 

backpacking and wild camping trip in the Monadhliath, 

the empty hills between Loch Ness and the Cairngorms. 

As with some previous trips to Scotland I ended the trip 

by dropping down into Aviemore for a browse around the 

gear shops and a night in the youth hostel so that I could 

catch the early morning express back to Yorkshire. Apart 

from being offered a job in Ellis Brigham - yes really - 

my memory was of the level of community awareness 

and publicity for the Scottish 6 Days event running from 1-8 August which of 

course this year incorporates the World Championships. 

Not just in the tourist office or the gear shops, but in just about every shop you 

entered there would be posters for Scotland’s World Orienteering 
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Championships, recruiting drivers, tent-riggers, caterers, etc, for what is clearly 

a massive event in which the nation is taking great pride.  I know Aviemore is 

often seen as the outdoor capital of the UK but I’m told by Scottish friends that 

this level of awareness and enthusiasm exists in Nairn, Forres, Elgin and just 

about every community in Inverness-shire too. They really are putting out a 

warm welcome for us and are keen to show us the best of Highland hospitality.  

Accommodation has been booked far beyond the normal range of travel. The 

youth hostel warden was telling me that he was fully booked from the last week 

of June right through to mid-August solely with orienteering groups. He told me 

that the week after my visit he was expecting the finish team; how sensible I 

thought to gather together the team of volunteers who would be managing the 

different finishes, for team-building, training and to ensure standardised practice 

across all of the days. No, said the warden, it’s the Finnish team, you know, 

from Helsinki coming across for familiarisation and practice. This opportunity 

to stage the World Championships really is a big deal and our niche sport is 

now making headlines in Scotland. With more than 5000 competitors there’s 

bound to be some disruption to local life but everybody up there seems ready 

for it and even ‘freedom of access’ hill-walkers seem to understand that it might 

not be such a  good idea to visit the Strathfarrar or Affric Munros on certain 

days in early August. 

Next Easter we may not have 5000 coming to Yorkshire for the JK but it’s fair 

to assume 3000 or so will be heading our way and that takes a huge amount of 

planning. Although Claro isn’t hosting an individual day, members are now 

getting much more heavily involved in planning the delivery of many of the 

generic services that run across the whole weekend with overall responsibility 

for starts, SI, general equipment, communications and publicity. I know that 

Chris Dicken is pleased with the level of response to his request for support 

with the starts which will call for significant numbers of folks. Spare a thought 

for Mike Cope who is jointly responsible for coordinating the whole event. 

Of course, none of our events ever run without the time and commitment of 

volunteers and this spring we’ve found ourselves particularly stretched. It’s 

important that we keep up the profile of the sport and our club in order to attract 

new members and so we’ve had a pretty hectic programme of activities with 

schools and youth groups. Additionally we’ve taken up opportunities offered by 

Harlow Carr Gardens, Knaresborough Rock and Run, and the Great Yorkshire 

Show to showcase the sport at their events. These last three in particular have 

needed a small core of members to set up and run a demonstration event or a 
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compact maze, or to simply engage passers-by and explain what we do. No 

great skills or experience are called for so we’d welcome additional volunteers 

for this sort of work; you’ll see requests in the Claro Weekly from time to time. 

Neighbouring clubs run a voucher scheme to reward their event helpers entitling 

them to a free entry at a later event. That’s something we’re looking at for the 

future to reward volunteers not just at our Level C events but who organise 

evening competitions or who help at publicity and promotion events. We’ll be 

looking to bring some thoughts to the AGM in early October. 

Finally, all best wishes for a successful summer whether up at the World 

Championships, at the White Rose, or just at our club picnic fun event. 

Stan Appleton 

Membership Update  
The club currently has 102 members - 67 senior and 35 junior. The recent 

increase in juniors is as a result of the successful Schools programme this 

summer, so a warm welcome to: Thomas Crone (M6), Zachariah Farrand 

(M12), Emilia Kontominas (W12), Seumus Maclean (M12), Euan Madden 

(M10), Jake Stalker (M10) and Sarah Stalker (W35) and the Wilson family, 

Sasha (W10), Tess (W12), Nicole (W45) and Martim (M45). We hope you 

enjoy your orienteering with the club and look forward to seeing you at an event 

soon. 

European MTBO Championships 2015  - Edwyn Oliver-Evans 
& Tim Evans 
Sun, sand, sea: the most obvious reason to visit holiday makers’ dream country 

of Portugal. Lined with idyllic golden beaches, few have any need to venture 

inland to Portugal’s border with Spain. Away from the coast and bustle of 

tourists, Portugal displays ridgelines of steep hills, vast swathes of eucalyptus 

and cork trees and medieval, cobblestone villages, showing the remnants of 

time gone by. The region of Idanha-a-Nova, which lies on the inland border of 

Portugal and Spain, plays true to this description of the often missed side of 

Portugal, and in June of this year it played host to the European MTBO 

Championships and the Masters World MTBO Championships. 

Having not targeted or tapered for the European Championships, I went into the 

week with very little pressure on my shoulders. With lots of XC racing going on 

in the UK, I knew I wouldn’t come into the races on top form, so I decided to 
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use the week as training for the World Championships in the Czech Republic in 

August and just see how it panned out. Being in my final year in the Junior 

category, I have high hopes for the World Champs,  aiming as high as possible 

with a realistic chance for a top 10 in any of the three races. For Portugal, I had 

no idea where I would place and had no set goals. All I could do was jump in, 

see what happened and enjoy the racing, with any good results a bonus. 

As usual, the championship comprised three main races: sprint, middle distance 

and long. There was also a European Relay Championships, but we did not field 

a team for that. Up first was the Sprint... 

The medieval hillside settlement of Penha Garcia was the location; from the 

pre-race information, it appeared to be a very technical urban area, with lots of 

small passageways and cobbled streets crisscrossing all over each other. The 

map scale was going to be 1:7,500 with a 1:4,000 insert, so slow, accurate 

riding seemed like it was going to be key. It was not the case. 

After a couple of controls on the large scale map in the technical old town, I 

was away into more straightforward sprint terrain: moderate to easy navigation, 

with the emphasis on flowing through the controls. All the controls were on the 

1:7,500 map, I actually missed the 1:4,000 map completely, which made the 

very technical area even more intense. I had to stop at a few of the track 

junctions in the old town area to strain my eyes at the map and make sure I was 

taking the right route. Sadly, this was more down to 

tunnel vision and not seeing the large scale map 

rather than an actual conscious decision, and left me 

thinking later in the race when I was going to use 

the 1:4,000 insert, only to realise after the race that I 

had missed it out completely! 

The rest of the race went smoothly, picking off the 

controls one by one, with no major hiccups. It was 

only when I finished that I found out how well I had 

done. Over the speakers I heard, in a strong 

Portuguese accent “Edwyn Oliver-Evans, new 

leader, M20”. I felt ecstatic! Although the race had 

gone ok, I didn’t think it was worthy of such a high 

ranked position. Elated with what I had heard from 

the commentator, I went off to find my team mates. 

I later found out that one of the French riders, who 

Edwyn in full flow in Portugal 

Photo: Tim Evans 
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had come in after me, had bettered my time by 30 seconds. But it did not bother 

me; all that I wanted to do was cling onto a top three spot and claim a European 

Championship medal. Not long after, it was confirmed; all of the riders had 

finished and I was still in the silver medal spot. It was to be my first ever 

European Championship medal, and the first 

ever for a British Junior Male. 

Following my podium place in the sprint, I 

went into the middle distance the next day 

with a little more weight on my shoulders. I 

had not only proven to myself what I was 

capable of, but also to others that I was a 

major competitor. The pressure was on. 

I would say middle distance is my best 

discipline. Last year I placed 12
th

 in the 

World Championships in Poland, the best 

British junior male placing in a World 

Championship race. I felt confident going 

into the race, aiming for another podium 

place. As expected, the day was hot and 

humid, meaning hydration was key. In 

amongst the eucalyptus trees there is not 

much cover, with very little time out of the sun’s gaze. The tracks were sandy 

and steep in places, with no obvious pattern to how they spread out across the 

map. 

I attacked the race like an XC race and coming up to the finish control, I knew I 

had given it my all. My finish split was a couple of seconds off the pace, but 

that was only due to my efforts earlier in the race. I was sure of a high placing. 

With a pretty smooth run and only a couple of mistakes, I felt as though the race 

had gone better than the Sprint. 

My thought was confirmed when I downloaded my SI chip, where I found out 

that I had placed third. All of my main competitors had started before me, so I 

knew it was secure. I was very happy. Adding to that, I was only one minute off 

of first and second, meaning only a few small mistakes here and there had made 

the final podium arrangement. Two races and two medals had been an 

incredible start to the Championships for me. However, I was now only missing 

one colour medal from my haul... on with the long distance. 

A new European Silver medallist 
Photo: Tim Evans 
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I’ve never really had a good long distance race when racing abroad. On paper, 

the distance should really suit me; coming from a cycling background rather 

than a foot-o background, the longer legs between controls and less technical 

navigation should be in my favour. However, small navigational errors leading 

to large time losses have always prevented me from finishing high in the 

standings.  This time my navigation was better than previous years and I felt 

able to put past results behind me. 

Unfortunately, the Long race in Portugal ended in an annoying DNF. A torn 

tyre before I reached the third control washed away any chances of a medal, let 

alone a gold. I managed to limp back to base on a bodged tyre repair, beating 

myself up about how I could have gone on with a spongy tyre and no more CO2 

cartridges. But, deep down I knew it would have been stupid to go further into 

the wilderness, with such a low chance of the tyre staying up. 

I was annoyed about what happened for a few days following the incident, but 

that’s racing and everyone gets their fair share of punctures and mechanical 

problems. It just happened to be my turn that day. There was very little I could 

have done to prevent it, and even if I had managed to create a more substantial 

fix, the time lost in doing so would most likely have cost me a podium place. 

So, there it was; my first (and last) European Championships as a Junior rider 

with a couple of medals to bolster my confidence for the World Championships 

in August, and great experience of feeling the pressure at the sharp end of the 

field. It was a fun week among the ever-friendly Great Britain team, who 

always manage to balance serious racing with a good sense of humour. I had a 

few highs as well as a big low, but that’s what makes MTBO fun and 

interesting. There are so many factors that make a race win or race loss. It's an 

unpredictable sport at times and you’ve just got to take what it throws at you. 

The next big event on the horizon is the World Championships in the Czech 

Republic in August, where I aim to build on my success in Portugal; but first, 

I’ll have to put in the hard graft on the bike if I’m to have any chance of a medal 

there. 

Tim’s comments 

Driving Ed to all these events was my task, but as this was also the World 

Masters, I raced as well. After 3 practice days to acclimatise to the immense 

heat, get used to the terrain and the maps, I had learnt a few lessons. Eucalyptus 

leaves don’t get chewed up by chain on cassette, so stop and remove them and 
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those thick black lines are paths not walls. A few of us suffered punctures, so 

before the main races all the GB team were filling tyres and tubes with anti-

puncture gunk, given the sharp nature of the local rocks.  

On the Sprint I had a really good ride, finishing 5th. I only made one mistake, 

where there were 4 parallel roads and I went down the wrong one, costing me a 

minute. I was the last M50 to start, so when the tannoy announced my result, I 

knew no one else would pass me. Sadly, this was to be my highest position. On 

the middle distance, I didn’t feel 100% and came in in 14th position, 10 minutes 

down on the winner. Also, on the long I had a tyre blow out, costing me 10 

minutes whilst I repaired it, coming in 13th, 30 minutes down. Those 10 

minutes cost me a top 10 position, but my route finding errors at the start, when 

I struggled to get into the map, also cost me dear. 

I really enjoyed competing in the World Masters Championships. The 

camaraderie amongst the team was superb and I am already looking forward to 

next year. 

Knaresborough Urban: A Planner's View - Allen Banister 
Living in Knaresborough, I know the area well, but even so planning the U16 

courses is always a challenge. As planner for our 24
th

 May event I managed to 

get a decent length E course for the under 16s by using the “crag top” area in 

combination with King James school grounds – I hope you enjoyed it. Thanks 

to those who manned the road crossing. 

Knaresborough doesn’t all fit on an SRA3 (oversized A3) sheet, so in order to 

fit the longer courses in that I wanted, some of the controls were a bit close to 

the edge of the map. This did get a few comments, especially in relation to the 

excluded leg by Bebra Gardens. There is a public path junction between the 

path down the side of Bebra Gardens and an adjacent cul-de-sac. There is a 

solid wooden gate in the wall, but no footpath sign which put some competitors 

off going through. In hindsight (that wonderful thing) a notice on the gate, or 

some instruction at the start might have made it fairer. There was only one 

formal complaint, but I understand a few grumbles, so Graham (controller) and 

I decided to exclude the legs either side. 

I didn’t use much of the Castle area, as we had been warned by the council that 

there was an event on. It wasn’t a well-attended event, so I think we could have 

ignored it, but at least it leaves the area for the next planner! 
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Generally the event ran like a well-oiled machine; Graham helped me put the 

controls out, so the start wasn’t too early on Sunday morning, and I had plenty 

of help getting them back in. 

Thanks to everyone that helped on the day. The worst “vandalism” was 

someone pushing a kite through the chain link fence that the control was 

attached to. I had either talked to, or written to homeowners near controls, so 

they knew what was going on; some were not bothered, others were quite 

interested, but at least all of these sites were untouched. We had over 140 

competitors, which was great. Deciding how many maps to print is always 

difficult; I opted for about 200 maps, expecting a lot of waste, but in the end we 

actually recycled one map for a late entrant. 

The weather was kind, and the finish in the top corner of the school field ended 

up with a lot of people having a rest after the run round the school grounds to 

finish. Roll on next year’s Urban. 

Packing for Your Summer Holidays - Linda Kelly 
Passport? Check. Tickets? Check? Plastic? Check. Compass and dibber? Check. 

Compass? Dibber? If you’re planning your summer holidays don’t forget your 

compass and dibber.   They don’t take up much room and you never know when 

you could need them! 

After a great week’s orienteering in Zermatt last summer we headed off down to 

the Engadin valley for a week’s camping and walking in this beautiful part of 

Switzerland – it was the one area of the country we had never really explored. 

Browsing the leaflets in the local tourist information office we spotted a flyer 

advertising a series of local Wednesday evening events aimed at families.  One 

of the events was only a few km down the road from our campsite so we 

decided to go along.  One of the beautiful things about our sport is that a map is 

an international language and events are organised in a similar way by friendly 

helpful people!  All you need is your compass and you can just pick up a map 

and go – wherever you are.  

Registration was at the local railway station.   We turned up with our dibbers, 

filled in an entry form and off we went.  They used the training version of SI but 

no pre-marked maps – back to master maps and a red pen which brought back 

some memories.   Three courses were on offer - I chose the middle course, 

called Green, which was equivalent to our Orange course.  I did get excited 

when I looked at the description list - thought I’d entered a beer race but, alas, 
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none appeared.   There weren’t any lochs either!   The 

terrain was excellent and we later discovered it is one of the 

areas to be used for the Swiss O Week in the Engadin in 

2016 linked to the Junior World Championships.   There 

were about 60 people there, ranging from fit club athletes to 

family groups. 

As many of us have a summer of orienteering planned at the 

World Champs in Scotland it’s probably not the best year to 

think about events abroad, but it’s never too early to start planning your 

adventures for 2016.   So have a browse on the internet to see what you can 

discover. 

For major events the best place start is the ‘World of O Calendar’ at 

cal.worldofo.com which lists all the major European holiday events.   For 

smaller events try each countries federation’s sites.   Links can be found on the 

IOF site - http://eventor.orienteering.org/Federations .   Some sites are easier to 

navigate than others and some even have a handy English language button to 

click on, but if not the international language of orienteering usually means that 

you can work it out.  Click on a few links and see what you can find.   If you 

discover any gems don’t forget to let us all know – as long as they don’t clash 

with our own 6-day! 

Here are a few suggestions to get you going: 

Denmark - English spoken www.do-f.dk/loeb/termin.cgi 

Spain - English spoken www.fedo.org/web/competicion/o-pie/calendario-autonomico 

France www.ffcorientation.fr/courses/agenda/ 

Norway - English spoken eventor.orientering.no/Events 

Slovenia www.orientacijska-zveza.si/index.html 

http://cal.worldofo.com/
http://eventor.orienteering.org/Federations
http://www.do-f.dk/loeb/termin.cgi
http://www.fedo.org/web/competicion/o-pie/calendario-autonomico
http://www.ffcorientation.fr/courses/agenda/
http://eventor.orientering.no/Events
http://www.orientacijska-zveza.si/index.html
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Switzerland - English spoken www.o-l.ch/cgi-bin/fixtures 

Sweden - English spoken eventor.orientering.se/Events 

 

If you fancy going a little further afield try navigating the Korean O website - 

http://www.kof.or.kr/ or Japan’s http://www.orienteering.or.jp/ .   They look a 

little different!  

Über Urban Orienteering - Susan Birtwistle 

Urban orienteering can be a doddle with good eyesight and fast, accurate 

decision making. Unfortunately we make mistakes – we sometimes struggle to 

read the map properly or allow insufficient time to stop and plan our route - we 

therefore do not always compute the correct route.  We misread control 

descriptions which is critical where there are uncrossable features, or fail to dib 

properly! I have done all these recently at Urban events including falling over 

and injuring myself, yet I love it!  

A new flashing dibber was a recent indulgence having mispunched on too many 

occasions earlier this year. Imagine my disbelief on finding I had still 

mispunched with my new dibber in Gloucester because I completely missed a 

control – ‘workwoman’ error. 

Urban Orienteering is ‘physical puzzle solving’ which is good fun especially 

due to the variety created by the nature of the environment and its history. We 

all like exploring new places and each event has its own u.s.p.  a few are 

summarised below:- 

In Gloucester routes took us  around the  Cathedral, through intricate housing 

schemes and  the historic  docks area which included  several  bridges some of  

which could be closed, and therefore un-crossable ‘at any time’ due to shipping.  

Gloucester is apparently Britain’s most inland port and also the berth of the 

most inland RLNI lifeboat. King Edward II is buried at the Cathedral where the 

Cloisters have featured in several Harry Potter films! 

In Holt Park, AIRE staged a fast and furious event utilising a dense 1970’s 

housing scheme where it was very easy to get disorientated as there was much 

changing of direction amongst numerous seemingly identical residential blocks. 

I wonder if the urban planners & architects ever contemplated the attractiveness 

http://www.o-l.ch/cgi-bin/fixtures
http://eventor.orientering.se/Events
http://www.kof.or.kr/
http://www.orienteering.or.jp/
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of their designs for Orienteering - they have certainly triumphed providing 

interesting pedestrian links and open spaces. 

The compact hillside location of Elland, made for 

physically testing courses which took us up and 

down the hills where the textile industry has made 

its mark. There was a good mix of stone terrace 

houses, narrow pathways and back alleyways 

interspersed by pockets of mixed housing 

developments from each post war decade. Elland 

was recorded as Elant the Domesday Book 

meaning land by the water. It once housed the 

main factory of Gannex (makers of Harold 

Wilsons raincoat) and the canal facilitated the 

export Elland flagstones worldwide. 

I chose to go to the two events in Hull as I had 

never visited the University or indeed the City.  

As I am a Yorkshire lass I felt my visit was long 

overdue to the former East Riding. Kings-town 

upon Hull was so named by King Edward I in 

1299. It is unique in that it has its own 

municipally owned telephony system with cream 

phone boxes – Kingston Telecom.  

The Saturday event was based at the University 

and involved two orienteering excursions around 

the campus - a prologue followed by a chasing 

start. It was a beautiful sunny day so although we 

had use of a sumptuous first floor room within the 

sports buildings for registration & results, it was a 

joy to sit outside overlooking the cricket square. 

The university campus was first developed in the 

1927 and expanded in the 1950‘s and 60’s. Poet 

Philip Larkin worked here as University Librarian 

for 30 years. 

The courses made good use of the passageways, 

walkways and faculty buildings interspersed by 

attractive open spaces and interesting sculptures – 
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I particularly liked the heads outside the business school.  

The next day we again had a high class room for registration on the 7th floor of 

the Hull Premier Inn. Thus we had use of warm comfortable facilities and a café 

overlooking the Humber, the ultimate destiny of all  CLARO’s rivers, and The 

Deep. The start was in the old part of the town close to the docks and the 

courses gave us a tour of the shipping, warehousing and industrial heritage. Hull 

developed as a trading hub, industrial centre, military supply port, whaling and 

fishing centre. There has been new housing development along the waterside 

and conversions of warehouse buildings and as Hull is to be the City of Culture 

in 2017 there is a real sense of excitement in the City.  

The  extracts of my maps from these locations – show how each is a unique part 

of a puzzle.  

Claro Club League 2014/15 - Allen Banister 

The last event of the 2014/15 club league was Ebberston Common (Dalby) on 

26th April. Firstly, an apology for not getting the results for this up on the 

website. I did actually produce the uploads, but for some reason (maybe my 

mis-punching!)  I didn’t get them uploaded, but they are there now:   

www.claro-orienteering.org.uk/wp/club-league/ 

So after 19 league events, I can announce that the winners (based on the best 9 

events) are:  

Young Boy:  Ewan Reid 

Young Girl:   Lois Parker 

Junior Boy:   Luke Parker 

Junior Girl:  Alexis Whitaker 

Senior Male: Mark Hewson 

Senior Female:  Jemima Parker 

Vet Male:  Vince Grealy 

Vet Female:  Jackie Barnes 

The 2014/15 Champion:  Vince Grealy – well done Vince. 

We hope to present the awards at the AGM in September – if you have a trophy 

from last year please return it to one of the committee or bring it along to the 

picnic or Hanging Moor. 

http://www.claro-orienteering.org.uk/wp/club-league/
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Well done to you all. The League is designed to encourage you to compete at 

local events through the year, and the rules were modified this year to give a fair 

handicap system taking to account age and gender – have a look at the website 

for details. A few more statistics for you:  

 61 club members have competed in the league this last year. 

 Biggest attendance was the compass sport cup 37 club-members. 

 The next highest were Lindley Moor (33) and Hookstone (26). 

 7 People competed in at least 9 events. 

Keep an eye out for the 2015/16 events being listed. 

Spring-O 2015 - Vince Grealy 

Nearly a year ago, in Clarion 139, there was a report about the 2014 Spring 

Flowers series which concluded that, despite the considerable efforts of those 

concerned, participation numbers were sufficiently low to question if such a 

series should continue. Fast forward past the membership survey (which 

suggested we should continue) to this year's equivalent Spring-O series and it is 

good to see that club members have voted their support by turning up. This year 

there were 6 events compared to last year's 8, and they were scheduled to mesh 

with the schools events, but not be on the same day. There were a total of 196 

runs over the 6 events, compared to 139 over 8 events last year, with Claro 

participation up by 33% and several events seeing nearly 40 runners. Nearly 

half the club membership ran at least once. We also had good support from 

EBOR and AIRE as well as some welcome visitors from further afield. 

So, good progress and high hopes for next year. We tried a few new things this 

year, like junior training and some ad-hoc improvers' coaching. What would 

you like to see improved for next year? Please tell anyone on the committee - at 

an event, by email or any other suitable way - and we will see what we can do. 

The Accidental Coach - Richard Kirk 

"Why am I here?" 

It was a cold and grey January day in Ilkley’s Middleton Woods.  The Woods’ 

famous bluebells were absent, of course, but the rain wasn’t.  My waterproof 

boots had run out of gore or tex and drops of water were sliding down my nose.  

I was having a tough time persuading my massively unimpressed coaching 
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trainer of the brilliance of my devised map reading exercise.  The thought came 

unbidden: whatever possessed me to take up orienteering coaching? 

It all started in the warm and hazy days of last summer when I volunteered to 

help with CLARO’s primary school series.  This was great fun.  A bit of simple 

instruction, followed by a touch of loafing around whilst the kids ran 

themselves silly.  Anyone could do this.  So, in a fit of enthusiasm I said I 

would not mind repeating the exercise this year.  A course to help?  No 

problem.  Surely a doddle. 

The course in question was a British Orienteering Level 2 Coaching Course (not 

sure what happened to Level 1) It was a 3-day affair.  It was not a doddle; it was 

intensive, and involved assessment and some role playing - always my favourite 

(not).   I floundered through this (literally on that wet day) and was deemed to 

have passed the course, but a Licensed Coach was I not: there remain further 

practical achievements and assessments.  Working towards these would include 

gaining experience in minor activities such as novice/taster sessions. 

It quickly became apparent in the early spring of this year that CLARO was 

going to be in demand for school events plus fun activities for other groups such 

as Guides, Brownies etc.  This demand was such that my fellow coach, Jemima 

Parker took over leading the school series whilst I led the non-school groups.  

We each supported the other in our respective sessions. 

Ultimately, over the April-June period this year, we put on 9 activities for a 

variety of groups: three Brownie Packs, four Guide Troops, one Scout Troop 

and Nidderdale Junior Runners.  Total attendees numbered 198.  Of these, 106 

were of primary school age (7-11) with the remaining 92 falling in the 11-15 

group.   Our venue was usually Valley Gardens, but we also did two sessions in 

Jacob Smith Park, Knaresborough.   

With one exception, the format of each activity was broadly similar.  It followed 

the overall pattern of the schools activities in starting with a map walk to 

explain the particular orienteering map, and continuing with some star 

exercises.  Star exercises are beloved of coaches: each exercise is intended to 

show that a trainee has understood a particular technique, but it is kept short (for 

example: out to and back from one near control) so that the coach can quickly 

assess progress without the trainee getting lost and becoming discouraged.  This 

was followed by some short linear training courses and finally a competition 

score event.  The material difference between this and the schools series was 
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that mine used simple pin punching rather than SI’s.  The difficulty and amount 

of exercise varied according to the age and experience of each group. 

The exception was an indoor session for some Brownies.  I had no template for 

this activity and had to resort (in a panic) to some online resources to put on 

what were party games designed to explain the principle of maps and how to 

orientate them.  

The sessions were hard work and time consuming but very popular.  Indeed had 

other commitments not stuck their oar in we could have done more.  The 

demand was certainly there.  

Did the sessions answer the question "Why am I here?"  Certainly, at that time, I 

had no reply other than that I was bonkers.  That is not now a proper answer.  I 

was learning worthwhile skills.  I experienced immense pleasure in teaching the 

basics of our sport.  There is a real kick to be had in watching understanding of 

a technique dawn in someone’s face.  Our participants’ almost invariable 

enthusiasm was a pleasure to behold.  All this is the true answer and I find 

myself grateful to British Orienteering and CLARO in making it possible for me 

to attend the Course.  I should also like to thank Jemima.  Without her support 

and suggestions, the sheer weight of numbers would have been too much. 

Now, I might just try applying some of the techniques I have been teaching.  

What was that stuff about walking around the map……………..?  

Notes from the North - Lindsey Hensman 
The story so far…  Geoffrey and I have been in Scotland for twelve months 

now, moving up to be nearer the children and grandchildren.  Much needed to 

be done, but being outdoor people we have focussed on the garden rather than 

the house.  The garden is now transformed (greenhouse, raised beds, new fence 

and two trees less), we have a wood-burning stove, the smartest wood-shed in 

town and solar panels on the roof.  We have helped at two World Ranking O 

events and the Scottish Schools Champs, printed dozens of maps for GB team 

training for the World Champs in August and hung kites for foreign WOC 

teams’ training.  We aren’t doing as much O-ing ourselves as we used to - there 

are fewer events, especially in the winter, and less in reasonable travelling time.  

But we have done a few Parkruns at Falkirk – a lovely course. 

Our arrival in Scotland coincided with the decline in Stirling Surveys O activity.  

Main-man Steve Barrett (brother of Claro Treasurer Linda) has left for the 

pleasures of Speyside and the new boss is obviously not an orienteer.  
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Previously, FVO had all its maps printed by Stirling Surveys, even those for 

informals.  Our son William and son-in-law Jason (leading lights in the club) 

saw the opportunity and now a lot of it is being done by Geoffrey.  All this 

activity and we aren’t even members yet! 

It’s interesting getting the inside track on GB squad preparation for WOC.  With 

very little in the way of BOF support for team members, there has been a rather 

DIY approach to preparation.  Some of you will be aware of Project 2015 

(www.project2015.co.uk), set up two years ago by the athletes themselves.  

With many of those likely to be selected being based in Scotland, there have 

been fortnightly informal training events round here, and elite athletes popping 

up at almost every regular club event.  At all the larger events almost anywhere 

in Scotland during the last year there have been different international squads 

competing.  

FVO seems to be the ‘go-to’ club for several GB elites based elsewhere, as well 

as a magnet for anyone able to re-locate to the Central Belt.  One of Britain’s 

brightest medal hopes at WOC is Graham Gristwood (gg) who does actually 

live locally and has been responsible for mapping new areas for training.  Jason 

is the mainstay of these informal preparations, doing most of the permissions 

and planning, as well as coaching several GB athletes including Hollie Orr and 

Doug Tullie.  Stirling is such a focus for elite activity (Jason is also a leading 

player in SEDS, the Scottish Elite Development Squad) that when the BOF did 

have a training weekend for aspiring GB team members, it was based here!  

The new UK Elite O League has contributed greatly to the athletes’ build-up to 

WOC, devised by gg especially for the purpose, and with great success.  The 

final races were at the FVO/TAY weekend last month.  Let me warn the 

Planners for JK 2016 that radio controls will prove to be the bane of their lives.  

Presumably they won’t be trialling SI-Air next Easter as we were at 

Tullochroisk, but having somebody else substitute radio control boxes for 

normal SI boxes when you have already put them out and getting the numbers 

right is a serious pain.  William was the Planner for this event – I heard all about 

it!  SI-Air is being used at WOC.  Let’s hope it works….. 

The World Champs (www.woc2015.org) start on 31 July and are based in 

Inverness.  By the time you read this the GB team selection races will have 

taken place and added to those athletes already pre-selected based on their form 

at the major UK races this year.  Live coverage of WOC will be available on the 

website, although a dozen Claros will be there in person, competing in the 
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amalgamated Scottish 6 Days events, watching the international races and 

cheering on the team. 

Harlow Hill Permanent Course – Richard Kirk 
As most of you may know, the markers on our permanent course in Valley 

Gardens and Harlow Hill have been subject to vandalism over the last year or 

so.  The need to repair them gave us the opportunity to review and update, and 

we agreed a plan to do this earlier this year.  The plan is to move some controls, 

repair or replace damaged ones and replace all the plaques with a new type that 

gives us more options before restocking with an updated map. Unfortunately, 

other orienteering commitments got in the way and the work was put back.  

With the season now about to end, we hope to get moving very soon and by the 

time you read this the necessary materials will have been acquired and we will 

be ready for working parties sorted. We are seeking volunteers, so if you are up 

for helping or have any questions, please contact Richard - richardk@claro-

orienteering.org.uk. 

You might also be interested to know that Stan has been working with the 

National Trust at Brimham Rocks to add a new permanent course there too. 

Plans are well underway.  

Club Kit - Spot the Difference  
When we got the last batch of club tops made Allen mentioned that there were 

some subtle differences correcting minor issues from previous versions. By 

chance, all three versions were on display at the Knaresborough Rock and Run 

event recently, so for those of you 

still curious, see if you can spot the 

differences. 

There is also progress to report on 

potential new club jackets. We 

have provisional designs with two 

companies to get quotes. One 

company has loaned us stock 

samples (not in our colours) which  

people to try at the club picnic. The 

second company will have samples 

at the Scottish 6 Days event, so we expect to make a decision once we have 

been able to look at those. 
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Schools Series 2015 
In the last few years the club has put on a series of training events for primary 

schools in our area, together with a primary schools championships. This year 

we did again, but with a few changes. Last year the events were on the same day 

as the Spring Flowers Wednesday events, with the schools in the afternoon and 

the club event in the evening. Whilst this seemed like a good idea to reduce 

effort, it did not work terribly well. Also new this year was an increased effort 

by the Harrogate Schools Sports Partnership (SSP), 

who had bought a starter set of SI equipment and 

were keen to do more, so the new plan was to match 

events to the existing school "clusters", with Claro 

doing a training event and then the SSP running a 

competition event for each of 5 clusters. The first 

two schools would then qualify for the 

championships at Ripley Castle on 24th June. We 

also tried to match our events with our Spring-O 

series, so that the keener ones could progress from 

the playground to proper events. 

The cluster events went well, with good attendance 

and enthusiasm from all five, mainly due to the 

considerable efforts of Jemima Parker and Richard 

Kirk. There were some who went on to the Spring-O 

events, but not that many, possibly due to the early evening timing. The 

championships went really well, helped by a fine, sunny day and a great setting 

in the deer park at 

Ripley Castle combined 

with the usual faultless 

organising by Mike 

Cope. 

We are now considering 

plans for next year, and 

have had the benefit of 

meeting with the organisers of the highly successful events conducted by SYO. 

This could result in a new concept, which the coaching team are actively 

considering. Watch this space for developments. 

 

Ewan Reid with his medal 

from the schools series 
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Footpath Runs 
Many of you will have seen the Thursday night footpath runs advertised. Some 

of you might even have tried it, but for those that have not, below are some 

pictures from Liz Potterton that give an idea how good they can be. This was 

the Hebden run. Maybe you should try it one 

day! You could even ask Tim and Allen why 

they were sitting down... 

Rock and Run, Knaresborough 
What used to be the Knaresborough Fun Run was this year transformed into 

something that the organisers decided to call Rock and Run. The idea was to 

move it off the streets (avoiding the associated organisation challenges) to the 

King James school playing fields and add in live music, stalls, a bit of fun fair 

and the like. Did we want to have a stand for the club? Apparently we did, so 

out came the new club display boards 

and a good old grid-type challenge 

using SI, some stakes and a quarter of a 

mile of tape. We had quite a lot of 

takers on two courses - one open and 

one U16. the winners got a family entry 

to our Hanging Moor event in 

September, so you might see some 

extra new faces there as a result. 
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Events Listing 
This listing shows all YHOA events currently advertised for the coming months. The website 
has more including separate lists for what's on locally, other events and club league events. 

Thu 23 Jul 15 SYO Evening Event (D) Wincobank, Sheffield 

August   

Tue 18 Aug 15 SYO Evening Event (D) Redmires, Sheffield 

28-31 Aug 15 White Rose Weekend (B/C/D) Pickering Forest 

September   

Sun 6 Sep 15 SYO Middle Distance (C) Bowden Housteads, Sheffield 

Sat 12 Sep 15 AIRE Wharfedale Autumn Olite (D) Heber's Ghyll, Ilkley 

Sun 13 Sep 15 CLARO Regional Event (C) Hanging Moor, Harrogate 

Sat 19 Sep 15 Dales Weekend: Northern Champs (UKOL) (A) Settle 

Sun 20 Sep 15 Dales Weekend: YHOA Champs (UKOL) (B) Upper Wharfedale 

October   

Sat 3 Oct 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) Castle Howard Arboretum 

Sat 10 Oct 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) Easingwold 

Sun 11 Oct 15 EBOR Regional Event (C) York 

Sat 17 Oct 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) Lakeside, York 

Sat 24 Oct 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) York University 

Sun 25 Oct 15 EPOC YHOA Superleague (B) Ogden Water, Halifax 

Sat 31 Oct 15 SYO YHOA Night League (C) Ramsley Moor, Sheffield 

November   

Sun 1 Nov 15 SYO Regional Event (C) Ramsley Moor, Chesterfield 

Wed 4 Nov 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) Castle Howard 

Wed 11 Nov 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) The Hawkhills, Easingwold 

Sun 15 Nov 15 Aire Regional Event (C) Middleton Park, Leeds 

Wed 18 Nov 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) York University 

Sun 22 Nov 15 CLARO YHOA Superleague (C) Brimham Rocks 

Wed 25 Nov 15 EBOR Autumn Series (D) Malton 

Sat 28 Nov 15 CLARO YHOA Night League (C) Killinghall Moor, Harrogate 

December   

Sun 6 Dec 15 SYO Regional Event (C) Wharncliffe, Sheffield 

Sat 12 Dec 15 HALO YHOA Night League (C) Swinemoor, Beverley 

Sun 13 Dec 15 HALO Regional Event (C) Beverley Westwood 

Sat 19 Dec 15 EPOC YHOA Night League (C) Norland Moor, Sowerby Bridge 
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Sun 20 Dec 15 EPOC Regional Event (C) Norland Moor, Sowerby Bridge 

Sun 27 Dec 15 EBOR Regional Event (C) York 

January   

Sat 9 Jan 16 AIRE YHOA Night League (C) Meanwood, Leeds 

Sun 10 Jan 16 SYO Regional Middle Distance (C) Canklow, Rotherham 

Sat 16 Jan 16 EBOR YHOA Night League (C) York 

Sun 24 Jan 16 Aire Regional Event (C) Flasby Fell, Skipton 

Sun 31 Jan 16 SYO Sport Relief Regional Event (C) Brodsworth, Sheffield 

February   

Sun 7 Feb 16 EPOC Regional Event (C) Huddersfield 

Sun 21 Feb 16 EBOR Regional Event (C) York 

March   

Sun 13 Mar 16 CompassSport Cup Heat (B) Timble Ings, Harrogate 

Fri 25 Mar 16 JK 2016 - Sprint (UKOL) (A) Leeds University 

Sat 26 Mar 16 JK 2016 Individual 1 (UKOL) (A) Wass Forest, Thirsk 

Sun 27 Mar 16 JK 2016 Individual 2 (UKOL) (A) Kilnsey 

Mon 28 Mar 16 JK 2016 Relays (A) Storthes Hall, Huddersfield 

April   

Sun 10 Apr 16 YHOA Champs and Superleague (B) Pillar Wood, Caistor 

Sun 24 Apr 16 EBOR Regional Event (C) York 

May   

Sun 8 May 16 YHOA Middle Distance Champs & Superleague (C) Keighley 

Sun 15 May 16 SYO Regional Event & YBT Heat (C) Sandall Beat, Doncaster 

Sun 22 May 16 HALO YHOA Urban League (C) Hull 

Sun 29 May 16 CLARO YHOA Urban League (C) Ripon 

Mon 30 May 16 EBOR YHOA Urban League (C) York 

June   

Sun 5 Jun 16 SYO YHOA Urban Sprint (C) Sheffield 

Sat 18 Jun 16 EBOR EBOR Relays (C) York 

Sun 19 Jun 16 EBOR EBOR Club Championships (C) York 

Sat 25 Jun 16 Dales T&C Weekend / YHOA Urban League (B) Settle 

Sun 26 Jun 16 Dales T&C Weekend / YHOA Superleague (B) Yockenthwaite 

July   

Sun 3 Jul 16 EPOC YHOA Urban League (C) Huddersfield 
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welcomes you to our first Regional Level C Event of the new 
season at 

Hanging Moor 
on Sunday 13th September 2015 

 

 

 

Near Blubberhouses, 9 miles West of Harrogate, just off the A59 

 Colour-coded courses to cater for all levels 

 Newly revised map, including permission for an area previously unused 

 Mixed moorland and woodland with good contour and rock detail 

 Entry on the day 

 Registration:   10:00 am – 12:00 noon 

 Starts:   10:30 am – 12:30 pm 

 Full details will be posted on www.claro-orienteering.org.uk 


